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1 Introduction 1.1 Overview Since the 1960s the United States have instituted a large number of armative action policies aimed at remedying the eects of discrimination. Currently, many of these policies are under assault. For example, in this year's election, Washington State voted to prohibit the government from \ `discriminating or granting preferential treatment based on race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin' in public employment, education and contracting" (Proposition 200).1 California passed a similar initiative (Proposition 209) in 1996.2 This paper focuses on employment quotas as a form of armative action. Those supporting these policies see them as a remedy for, among other things, statistical discrimination. Those against, even when recognizing the the existence of statistical discrimination, cite versions of Coate and Loury's (1993; hereafter CL) patronization critique of armative action. The patronization critique states that by imposing employment quotas to force employers to hire more minority group workers, the minority workers may have less incentive to invest in human capital. The central message of this paper is the following. Armative action can be rescued from the patronization critique by adding a simple twist. The presentation of this paper can be divided into two parts. The rst part argues that the design of eective armative action policies is intrinsically an implementation problem. We begin by rephrasing the patronization critique in the language of mechanism design theory. Then we recognize that the design of policies that do not allow for any undesirable equilibrium outcome (while maintaining a good equilibrium outcome) is exactly what mechanism design theorists call an implementation problem. The second part of this paper uses a standard tool from the implementation literature, namely objection ags, to design more eective armative action policies in the context of CL's statistical discrimination model. The policy proposed uses unattractive unemployment insurance packages as objection ags. Speci cally, we advance a proposal where conventional remedial policies (in this context, employment subsidies) only \kick in" when the unemployment insurance packages are being purchased. The conditioning of conventional remedial policies on a supplementary unemployment insurance policy is the \simple twist" referred to above; it is also the main insight of this paper. This paper also adds to the small literature of applied implementation theory. In the existing implementation literature, the vast majority of studies are concerned with the existence of implementing mechanisms in adverse selection settings. Since most of the proposed The New York Times, B1, November 5, 1998. \The proposition amend[ed] the California Constitution to say, `The state shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity or national origin in the operation of public employment, public education or public contracting.' " (The New York Times, B7, November 6, 1996.) Before California passed Proposition 209, \legislation was introduced in 26 states and in Congress to repeal or signi cantly roll back armative-action programs. Not a single bill passed." (The New York Times, 11, November 10, 1996.) 1 2
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mechanisms are too complicated to be used for policy design,3 there is a very small but growing sub-literature dedicated to simple implementing mechanisms in speci c economic problems. While this sub-literature also started from adverse selection settings,4 it has been more recently probing into moral hazard settings.5 In these settings, applied work is ahead of general theory. This paper falls into this last category of applied work that looks for simple implementing mechanisms in a moral hazard setting. This paper continues as follows. The rest of this section will develop the argument that armative action policy design is properly viewed as an implementation problem. Section 2 uses a simple pictorial example to demonstrate how the addition of a supplementary unemployment insurance policy helps eliminate undesirable equilibrium outcomes, and contrasts that with the performance of simple employment quotas. Sections 3 through 5 provide a formal treatment of the armative-action-policy-design problem. Section 6 concludes.



1.2 Armative Action as an Implementation Problem In order to appreciate why we pursue an implementation approach to the design of armative action policies, we start with two more fundamental questions: what is armative action supposed to do, and why do people criticize it? We concentrate on the view that armative action is supposed to help eliminate discrimination. While economists in general distinguish between taste discrimination6 and statistical discrimination, we concentrate here on statistical discrimination.7 There are at least two distinct classes of statistical discrimination models, distinguished by the nature of the ultimate driving forces they identify. The rst class of models highlights exogenous dierences among groups,8 whereas the second class identi es the existence of multiple equilibria as a drivThere are two standard tricks heavily used in existence proofs that are particularly impractical. The rst is a class of \tail-chasing" tricks such as the use of integer games. It appears in existence proofs of both complete (for example, Moore and Repullo (1990) and Danilov (1992)) and incomplete information environments (for example, Palfrey and Srivastava (1989), Duggan (1997), and Chung (1998a)). The second trick requires agents to play sequential reporting games with large numbers of iterations (for example, Abreu and Matsushima (1994) and Glazer and Perry (1996)). 4 The rst paper of this sub-literature is probably Ma, Moore, and Turnbull (1988). Ma, Moore, and Turnbull proposed a simple mechanism to implement the second-best outcome in Demski and Sappington's (1984) multiple-agent model. The proposed mechanism has been subsequently improved upon by Glover (1994). 5 Ma (1988) proposed a mechanism to implement the second-best outcome in Mookherjee's (1984) multipleagent model. The proposed mechanism is however not simple as it involves an integer game. Arya and Glover (1995) proposed a simple mechanism for the same problem. Arya, Glover, and Hughes (1997) proposed a simple mechanism to implement the second-best outcome in a joint production model. 6 Taste discrimination arises from the desire of employers, fellow workers, customers, etc., to avoid members of certain groups. See Becker (1957), Goldberg (1982), and Akerlof (1985), among others. 7 There are models of discrimination that do not belong to either of these two categories. See, for example, Mailath, Samuelson, and Shaked (1998). 8 For example, in Phelps (1972), dierent groups have both dierent average productivities and dierent variances in productivity; in Lundberg and Startz (1983), employers have more precise information on the 3
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ing force behind economic disparities. In two recent papers, Foster and Vohra (1992) and CL independently developed statistical discrimination models of the second class.9 In their models of the labor market, employers cannot directly observe workers' productivities, and hence have to condition their hiring or job assignment decisions on some noisy signals. Employers' ex ante beliefs of workers' productivities hence aect their ex post willingness to hire the workers or assign them to good tasks. If workers' productivities are aected by their expectations of how likely they are to be hired or assigned to good tasks, then pessimistic employers would create inadequate incentives for workers to invest in human capital, justifying the pessimism on the part of employers. Similarly, optimism can also be self-ful lling. Hence there can be multiple equilibria. If dierent groups, which are identical except for some distinguishable but productivity-irrelevant attributes, are treated by employers with dierent levels of optimism/pessimism, some groups can be said to suer from statistical discrimination by the employers. We take the view that armative action is targeted at statistical discrimination arising from the existence of multiple equilibria in the labor market, since the case for armative action in this context is much stronger. In the other class of statistical discrimination models (which highlights exogenous dierences among groups), eciency implications of remedial policies are not always unambiguous, and dierent treatment of dierent groups may actually be justi ed even at the rst-best.10 This leads us to our second question: Why do people criticize armative action? In their widely acknowledged paper, CL formalized the popular criticism that existing armative action policies tend to \patronize" the original discriminated-against groups, without really bringing dierent groups to play the same equilibrium in the labor market. It means the members of the originally discriminated-against groups are too likely to be hired or assigned good tasks under armative action given their quali cations. Consequently, there are still inadequate incentives for them to invest in human capital, and employers' pessimism justi ably persists. The reason we pursue an implementation approach to the design of armative action policies is now clear. To the extent that the second class of statistical discrimination models (hereafter the CL model) describes reality, it is an equilibrium outcome for employers to treat dierent groups of workers with equal level of optimism or pessimism. Active policies are not needed if our only concern is to make \no discrimination" an equilibrium outcome. Active policies are needed, however, to eliminate undesirable equilibrium outcomes. Existing armative action policies fail, according to CL's formalization of the patronization critique, productivities of members of one group than of another group; in Bulow and Summers (1986), dierent groups have dierent job turnover rates; in Lang (1986), dierent groups speak with dierent accents; in Schwab (1986), dierent groups have dierent average productivities; and in Milgrom and Oster (1987), it is easier for an employer to conceal a worker's true productivity from other potential employers if the worker is a member of one group rather than of another group. 9 An earlier version of this class of statistical discrimination models can be found in Arrow (1973). However, in Arrow's model, a simple equal opportunity law suces to eliminate all undesirable equilibrium outcomes. 10 See Aigner and Cain (1977) for criticisms of statistical discrimination models that highlight exogenous dierences among groups.
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not because they fail to keep \no discrimination" as an equilibrium outcome, but because they also allow for equilibrium outcomes that exhibit discrimination. In particular, they generate new undesirable equilibria known as \patronizing equilibria." Instead of asking whether or not we should abandon armative action, the right question to ask is whether there exist better armative action policies that can selectively eliminate all undesirable equilibrium outcomes. Such a problem is exactly what mechanism design theorists call an implementation problem. In the implementation literature, conventional mechanism design problems are called truthful implementation problems. The additional term \truthful" highlights the fact that the social planner cares only whether truth-telling constitutes an equilibrium (under certain direct revelation mechanisms), and is not concerned whether there are other undesirable equilibrium outcomes. The recognition that the design of armative action policies is not a truthful implementation problem, but rather an implementation problem, is an important step towards getting the right answer. As we shall see in this paper, the main diculty of the design of armative action policies does not lie in providing incentives for people to do what they should do. If we want workers to invest more in human capital, we enlarge the rewards; if we want employers to hire workers more readily, we subsidize employment. Providing incentives is not a problem here. The main diculty lies in concurrently providing disincentives so that people do not do what we do not wish them to do. Recognizing that armative action policy design is intrinsically an implementation problem immediately buys us an important tool called \objection ags." Once we move beyond truthful implementation, it is no longer true that we can exploit the revelation principle and con ne ourselves to a class of simple policies known as direct revelation mechanisms. We need to consider more complicated policies, in which agents sometimes announce messages that have no intrinsic connections to their types. These \non-type messages" usually play the role of \objection ags" in the implementing policies. Mechanisms that exploit the idea of objection ags can be constructed in the following way. We start with a policy such that the good outcome arises as an equilibrium outcome | this part is easy in the CL model | and then augment the policy with some non-type messages that agents can use when they nd themselves playing some strategy pro les dierent from the good equilibrium. These nontype messages then trigger some auxiliary policies that render strategy pro les other than the good equilibrium self-defeating. This idea was explained most clearly by Mookherjee and Reichelstein (1990) within their scheme selective elimination of undesirable equilibrium outcomes.11 We shall see that objection ags will play a crucial role in the design of armative action policies. The rest of this paper uses the CL model to demonstrate how to set up an implementation problem for the design of armative action policies. We propose a class of policies that combine unemployment insurance and employment subsidy (hereafter insurance-cum-subsidy). A typical policy of this class has the following real-world interpretation: Each worker in a Mookherjee and Reichelstein's (1990) scheme is, however, not immediately useful to us. This is because their proposed mechanism is simple only if we ignore mixed strategies. Allowing for mixed strategies would blow up their message spaces (see p.464 of their paper). 11
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certain community is oered an option to buy an unemployment insurance package at the time he makes his human capital investment. The insurance is unattractive to any worker unless the probability of being unemployed is suciently high. Enough workers buying this insurance will trigger a community-wide employment subsidy. The intuition why this class of policies works is that employment subsidies appear only if workers believe the employers are too reluctant to hire them. Patronization is hence impossible by construction, nor are other undesirable equilibrium outcomes. The formal treatment of insurance-cum-subsidy policies will be provided in Sections 3 through 5. In Section 3, we rst prove a negative result which limits the extent to which we can achieve our goal. We then explore how much we can achieve within this limit. The main nding is that insurance-cum-subsidy policies can implement a reasonably wide class of economic outcomes despite the limit. Sections 4 and 5 incorporate some additional practical considerations into our analysis. Section 4 examines the costs of implementing policies, and shows that insurance-cum-subsidy policies are the cheapest among all interim individually rational policies. Section 5 imposes an extra constraint that the policies have to be supplyside (meaning that they do not directly aect the employers). We nd that policies consisting of a menu of unemployment insurance packages alone can also eliminate reasonably many undesirable equilibrium outcomes. Most of these results will be illustrated in the pictorial example in Section 2.



2 A Pictorial Example In this section, we shall use a pictorial example to preview most of the results in this paper. A numerical version of this example can be found in Appendix C. In the example, there is a continuum (with unit measure) of risk-neutral workers and a risk-neutral rm. Each worker has private information on his cost of investing in a single unit of human capital. Upon observing their private investment costs, workers simultaneously decide whether or not to invest. If a worker invests, he becomes quali ed, otherwise remains unquali ed. After workers have made their investment decisions, the rm chooses which subset of workers to hire. If a worker is hired by the rm, he will receive an exogenous wage rate, otherwise he will receive nothing. For every worker the rm hires, the rm will receive a positive net bene t if the worker is quali ed, and a negative net bene t if the worker is unquali ed. The key assumption is that the rm cannot observe workers' investment decisions, and hence cannot directly pick out quali ed workers. Moreover, the net bene ts of hiring a quali ed worker and hiring an unquali ed worker are not veri able to outside parties, and hence the rm cannot write any contract contingent on these net bene ts with any worker. The rm can, however, observe a non-veri able test score for each worker.12 Hence the rm 12



In order for statistical discrimination to be a real issue, the test scores must not be veri able to outside
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can condition its hiring decisions on the test score of each worker. The time line of this example is shown in Figure 1.13 time line workers simultaneously make investment decisions



firm observes a test score for each worker



firm makes hiring decisions



Figure 1: Time Line First consider the case without any active policy. There can be multiple equilibria even in such a simple game, and the equilibria are depicted in Figure 2. In this gure, the horizontal axis is the employment threshold; i.e., the test score above which the rm is willing to hire a worker. The vertical axis is the proportion of quali ed workers. The function shown by a solid line that goes from the top-left corner to the bottom-right corner is the rm's best response function; it traces out the employment threshold the rm will use given any proportion of quali ed workers. The function shown by a dashed line that goes from the bottom-left corner up to the middle of the gure and then down to the bottom-right corner is the supply curve of quali ed workers; it traces out the proportion of workers who will nd it pro table to invest given any employment threshold. The rm's best response function is downward slopping, because the fewer quali ed workers are there in the labor market, the more reluctant is the rm to hire any worker, and hence the higher is the employment threshold. The supply curve of quali ed workers is hump-shaped, because when the employment threshold is either too low or too high, it makes little dierence to a worker if he invests or not. Hence only workers with low investment costs will nd it pro table to invest. As usual, an equilibrium is a point where the two lines cross each other. parties, otherwise the social planner can enforce some equal-opportunity policies which mandate that the rm always makes the same hiring decisions conditional on the test scores. In the real world, employers of course sometimes make use of veri able signals such as academic credentials to guide their hiring decisions. However, as Lundberg (1991) forcefully argued, if the social planner is not sure which particular signal is relevant to the rms' hiring decisions, the enforcement problem remains: \In an economy with statistical discrimination, employers will have an incentive to evade equal opportunity laws. One simple way to do so is to nd worker characteristics that are correlated with race or sex, and use these as imperfect proxies for the proscribed index of group membership. Government or judicial enforcement of nondiscrimination is complicated by the fact that these proxies may also be legitimate indicators of productivity, and by imperfect information regarding the true relationship between worker characteristics and productivity." (p.323) As a rst approximation, we may well assume the test scores are purely private information. 13 The story told so far is actually a good approximation to the inner city labor market in the United States. Wilson (1996) documented that one of the main reasons for employers to avoid hiring a worker with an inner city address is their concern of work ethics. For example, many employers believe that workers from inner cities are more likely to steal, and hence demand more monitoring resources. Various costs accompanying bad work ethics can be non-veri able, but costly enough to deter employers form hiring workers from inner cities. We also have reasons to suspect that work ethics is not something deeply ingrained in a worker, and can be altered if he is willing to discipline himself (which of course requires some unobservable eort). For example, a female worker from inner cities are considered as having much better work ethics than her male counterpart, though they grew up in similar environment, mainly because she is more economically vulnerable.
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proportion of qualified workers



White equilibrium



Black equilibrium



employment threshold (minimum test score)



Figure 2: The White and the Black Equilibria One equilibrium in this example is a trivial one in which no workers invest, and the rm never hires any worker. As we shall see in Section 3, it is almost impossible to eliminate such a trivial equilibrium unless we adopt some extremely complicated and highly impractical policies, so we will not address this trivial equilibrium further in this example. We shall also ignore another equilibrium which, some may argue, under certain plausible dynamics, is not stable.14 But even after we ignore these two equilibria, there are still two equilibria which are stable under plausible dynamics. For reasons that will become clear shortly, we shall call them the White and the Black equilibria, respectively. In the White equilibrium, workers are more willing to invest, and the rm is ready to hire any worker as long as his test score is modestly high. In the Black equilibrium, workers are discouraged from investing, and the rm is also reluctant to hire any worker. Foster and Vohra (1992) and CL suggested that the White and the Black labor markets in the United States may be represented by two distinct equilibria similar to the White and the Black equilibria in this example. Therefore, in the CL model, statistical discrimination arises from the existence of multiple equilibria. If there were a unique equilibrium, be it good or undesirable, ecient or not, there would be no discrimination. Suppose the social planner wants to make sure that all players play the White equilibrium. There are, of course, no easy way to achieve this because, as we have mentioned above, under most practical policies, there will always be some trivial equilibria in which no workers invest. But the social planner can at least aim to eliminate all other non-trivial undesirable equilibria. Dynamic stability is not explicitly dealt with in most of this paper. Interested readers are referred to Section 5 and Appendix B for more details. 14
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proportion of qualified workers



Notice that, if we assume the law of large numbers holds,15 dierent equilibria will have dierent employment rates. The White equilibrium has a higher employment rate not only because workers are more likely to invest, but also because, given the same investment decision, a worker is more likely to be hired. In contrast to that, the Black equilibrium has a lower employment rate.16 Suppose employment rates are veri able to outside parties. Then a natural candidate for an armative action policy is to mandate some particular employment rates. For example, the social planner can threaten to impose a huge penalty on the rm if the observed employment rate is lower than some intermediate level. We call such a policy an employment quota. Such an employment quota can eliminate the Black equilibrium, while leaving intact the White equilibrium.



White equilibrium



Patronizing equilibrium



employment threshold (minimum test score)



Figure 3: Employment Quota The patronization critique, as formalized by CL, is that an employment quota actually looks better than it really is, because it tends to generate new undesirable equilibria. In our current example, after the above employment quota is imposed, there exists a new undesirable equilibrium called the patronizing equilibrium (see Figure 3).17 The patronizing equilibrium was originally not an equilibrium, but becomes an equilibrium only because the rm tries to avoid the huge penalty imposed by the employment quota. As a result, there are still multiple equilibria.18 We cannot take it for granted that the law of large numbers holds due to reasons explained by Judd (1985). Throughout this paper we always assume that the law of large numbers holds. 16 In the United State, 21 of all White youths are working, whereas only 41 of all Black youths are working. Ocial employment rates are much less startling, as workers who are discouraged from looking for jobs are not counted as being in the labor force. See Wilson (1996). 17 In Figure 3, the dotted line that passes through the patronizing equilibrium is an iso-employment-rate curve with some intermediate employment rate. There are of course many other employment quotas that can eliminate the Black equilibrium while leaving intact the White equilibrium. In Appendix C, we provide a numerical example in which any employment quota will generate a patronizing equilibrium. 18 Coate and Loury (1993a) showed that employment quotas may generate patronizing equilibria even in 15
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Should we be bothered by the existence of multiple equilibria under an employment quota? The answer would be no if the undesirable equilibria are not likely to be played.19 In our current problem, it is not dicult to see that the existence of a patronizing equilibrium is not just of technical interest: Many opponents of armative action in the United States indeed believe that existing armative action policies are actually patronizing Black workers! worker’s income (if unemployed)



worker’s income (if employed)



gross investment benefit when there is unemployment insurance



0



original gross benefit of human capital investment



1 probability of employment (if unqualified)



induced by some particular employment threshold



probability of employment (if qualified)



Figure 4: Lower Incentive to Invest Under Unemployment Insurance We now show how we can redesign armative action policies from the implementation perspective. By using an insurance-cum-subsidy policy, the social planner can eliminate the patronization equilibrium as well as other non-trivial undesirable equilibria. The social planner can oers each worker an option to buy an unattractive unemployment insurance at the same time the worker makes his investment decision. The unemployment insurance is so unattractive that no one will buy it in the White equilibrium. At the same time, the social planner promises that, if enough workers buy the unemployment insurance, then she will subsidize the rm for each worker it hires. The eect of such an insurance-cum-subsidy a taste discrimination model. 19 Before the boom of implementation theory in the late 1980s, it was indeed the view taken by many mechanism-design theorists that concentrating on truthful implementation was without loss of generality because, it was argued, truth-telling was more natural than other equilibria. As a response to this, the earliest papers on implementation theory motivated their work with examples showing why undesirable equilibria are sometimes likely to be played (see, for example, Postlewaite and Schmeidler (1986) and Repullo (1986)).
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proportion of qualified workers



policy is to divide Figure 5 into two halves, with employment subsidy only \kicks in" in the right half of the gure. The employment subsidy gives us a new best response function for the rm, as is depicted on the right half of Figure 5. We can see that the downward shift of the rm's best response function eliminates any non-trivial crossing of this function with the supply curve of quali ed workers in that region.20



White equilibrium unemployment insurance becomes attractive, employment subsidy "kicks in"



employment threshold (minimum test score)



Figure 5: Insurance-cum-Subsidy Notice that at the White equilibrium, all workers strictly prefer not to buy the insurance, as the insurance is actually a bad deal even for unquali ed workers. Moreover, no workers can single-handedly trigger an employment subsidy, as every single worker is of measure zero. So the White equilibrium remains an equilibrium under the insurance-cum-subsidy policy. The above policy also gives us some insight on how employment subsidies should be structured. Compare the employment subsidy embedded in the above policy with employment subsidies we usually see (for example, \per-employee tax credit" in many enterprise zones in the United States). Apart from being targeted at certain target groups, employment subsidies we usually see are generally unconditional, whereas the employment subsidy embedded in the above policy is conditional on workers' request (i.e., an employment subsidy follows only after enough workers request it). It is the unconditioning nature of these employment subsidies that leads to the patronization of the target groups. Hence, conditioning the employment subsidy on workers' request is a crucial feature for the success of the above policy. However, if it is costless for workers to le a request, the employment subsidy is not genuinely conditional. In the above policy, ling a request involves buying an unemployment insurance which is such a bad deal that not even an unquali ed worker would want to do so if the labor market is at the good equilibrium. Therefore when enough workers really The supply curve of quali ed workers is distorted a bit by the unemployment insurance also, but not signi cantly enough to create new crossings. 20
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proportion of qualified workers



le a request and buy the insurance, the social planner can be sure that the job market is not at the good equilibrium. The employment subsidy that follows will not generate any patronizing eect. The co-existence of the trivial equilibrium along with the White equilibrium may be annoying. However, there are at least two reasons why the trivial equilibrium may be less likely to be played than the White equilibrium is. First, if there is a positive mass of workers who are \born quali ed" (maybe because they have negative costs of investment), the trivial equilibrium will automatically go away. Second, if there exists a \zero test score" such that an unquali ed worker obtains with positive probability and a quali ed worker obtains with zero probability, the trivial equilibrium will involve the rm playing a weakly dominated strategy.



White equilibrium



employment threshold (minimum test score)



Figure 6: Unemployment Insurance Alone Before we close this section, we shall see how the social planner can also eliminate the Black equilibrium with unemployment insurance alone. The social planner can oer each worker an option to buy an unattractive unemployment insurance at the time the worker makes his investment decision. Moreover, the unemployment insurance has an insurance payment large enough so that it distorts the supply curve of quali ed workers in the way depicted in Figure 6. After the distortion, the rm's best response function and the supply curve of quali ed workers have one fewer crossings, and hence one undesirable equilibrium is selectively eliminated. There are still three equilibria under this policy. The rst is the trivial equilibrium which not even the insurance-cum-subsidy policy can eliminate. Another equilibrium is the White equilibrium, which is what the social planner is happy with. The last equilibrium is an unstable equilibrium. Insofar as we buy the argument that only equilibria that are stable under plausible dynamics count, the result of such an unemployment insurance looks quite satisfactory. There are two caveats though. First, if there is a positive mass of workers who are 12



born quali ed, unemployment insurance alone may not suce to selectively eliminate all non-trivial stable undesirable equilibria. Second, if the required insurance payment is too large, the White equilibrium may no longer be neologism-proof | an equilibrium re nement concept which is especially relevant here. We shall come back to this second caveat in Section 5. This section has shown that under a plausible set of circumstances, conventional armative action policies will generate patronization equilibria, but that there exists a simple alternative policy that can selectively eliminate undesirable equilibrium outcomes. In the next section, we provide a formal treatment of the design of this policy.



3 Setting up the Implementation Problem In this section, we shall use a stylized statistical discrimination model based on CL to demonstrate how to set up an implementation problem for the design of armative action policies. Since the model is very similar to the example in Section 2, we shall go through the notations and de nitions without much comment.21



3.1 Notations and De nitions There is a risk-neutral worker and a risk-neutral rm. The worker has private information on his cost, c 2 C , of investing in a single unit of human capital, where C is a nite subset of R + . For any c 2 C , the probability that the worker has cost c is G(c), and is assumed to be common knowledge. Upon observing his private investment cost, the worker decides whether to invest in human capital. If the worker invests, he becomes quali ed, otherwise remains unquali ed. The rm then observes a private signal,  2 , where  is an arbitrary (not necessarily nite) closed subset of R + [ f1g, and  follows probability law P = Pq if the worker is quali ed and P = Pu otherwise. It is assume that Pq and Pu are common knowledge. Without loss of generality, we can assume (possibly with some relabelling) that 8 2 ,  is equal to its implied likelihood ratio; i.e.,  = ddPPuq ().22 The main dierence between the example in Section 2 and the model in this section is that, there is a continuum of workers in the example but only one worker in the model. We chose to work on a model with only one worker mainly for expositional simplicity. All the results from a model with only one worker have a simple translation into an alternative model with a continuum of workers. See the discussion in Subsection 3.3. 22 dPq is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Pq with respect to Pu . Since we have not placed any restriction dPu on Pq and Pu , they may not be mutually absolutely continuous with respect to each other. However, by Lebesgue decomposition, Pq can be decomposed into two components, with the rst (resp., the second) component being absolutely continuous (resp., singular) with respect to Pu . We can de ne ddPPuq to be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the rst component of Pq with respect to Pu on the support of Pu , and to be 1 o the support of Pu . Relabelling the values of a signal by their implied likelihood ratios is arguably the only natural way to deal with signals of a large variety in a uni ed manner. Signals ranging from weak ones 21
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Upon observing the private signal, the rm decides whether to hire the worker. If the rm hires the worker, the worker receives wage rate w,23 and the rm receives non-veri able net bene t x, where x = xq > 0 if the worker is quali ed and x = ;xu < 0 otherwise. If the rm does not hire the worker, the worker receives zero wage and the rm receives zero bene t. Let Aw  f0; 1g be the set of human-capital investment decisions, where 0 (resp., 1) is interpreted as \not invest" (resp., \invest"). Let Af  f0; 1g be the set of employment decisions, where 0 (resp., 1) is interpreted as \not hire" (resp., \hire"). Let A  (Aw  Af ) be the set of social choices. A social choice function (SCF) is a function  : C ;! A that assigns to every type of worker a social choice. For any SCF , we shall use w : C ;! (Aw ) and f : CP;! (Af ) to denote the \marginals" of ; i.e., P for any c 2 C , [8aw 2 Aw ; w (aw j c) = Af (aw ; af j c)] and [8af 2 Af ; f (af j c) = Aw (aw ; af j c)]. Let  be the set of SCFs  such that 8c 2 C , w (1 j c) 2 f0; 1g. Throughout this paper, we shall restrict our attention to this subset of SCFs.24 Our interest is to characterize the set of implementable SCFs. In particular, we want to know whether or not the White equilibrium outcome is always implementable, and whether the rst-best outcome is implementable. By \an SCF is implementable," we mean the SCF in question can arise as the unique equilibrium outcome of some game induced by some permissible policy. In order to characterize the set of implementable SCFs, we need to specify what are permissible policies. Ideally any policy that can be represented by a strategic form game should be permissible. We shall appropriately compromise this ideal in order to take into account certain speci c features of the CL model. Formally, a permissible policy is a game of the following form: 1. Nature picks the worker's type, c 2 C , according to the probability law G. The type is only revealed to the worker. 2. The worker sends a message, mw 2 Mw (Mw nite), to the social planner. The message is not observable to the rm. 3. The worker makes his human-capital investment decision, which is not observable to both the rm and the social planner. (such as whether you wear suits in interviews) to strong ones (such as whether you answer questions clearly in interviews) can only be aggregated after they are relabelled into their implied likelihood ratios. 23 An exogenous wage rate can be justi ed by the existence of a minimum wage or an eciency wage. If the rm can commit to a take it or leave it wage oer to the worker, it will not oer more than the minimum wage or the eciency wage. A natural question is whether lifting the minimum wage policy can resolve statistical discrimination and hence remove the demand for armative action. The answer is that the exogenous wage rate assumption is not crucial for statistical discrimination. See Moro and Norman (1996) for a exible-wage version of the CL model. 24 It is not dicult to prove that any implementable (to be de ned later in the text) SCF  must have w (1 j c) 2 f0; 1g except for at most one c 2 C . We do not consider it as an interesting extension to allow for SCFs  such that w (1 j c) 2 (0; 1) for some c 2 C . As discussed in Appendix B, equilibria that have these SCFs as equilibrium outcomes may not be stable under plausible dynamics.
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4. Nature picks the realization of the private signal,  2 , according to the probability law Pq if the worker is quali ed and Pu otherwise. The realization is only revealed to the rm but not to the social planner. 5. The rm sends a message, mf 2 Mf (Mf nite), to the social planner. 6. The social planner gives an employment instruction according to the rule g : Mw  Mf ;! Af . If g(mw ; mf ) = 1, the worker receives wage rate w, and the rm receives net bene t x, where x = xq if the worker is quali ed and x = ;xu otherwise. 7. The worker and the rm receive transfers according to the rules tw : Mw  Mf ;! R and tf : Mw  Mf ;! R , respectively. A permissible policy is hence fully de ned by the 5-tuple = (Mw ; Mf ; g; tw; tf ). We shall use to denote the set of all permissible policies. An example of 2 is the \free-market" policy, where Mf = Af , [8mf 2 Mf , g(; mf ) = mf ], and tw  tf  0.25 Now, for any 2 , there is a corresponding game played between the worker and the rm. Let w and f be the strategy spaces of the worker and the rm, respectively. The worker's generic strategy is a function w : C ;! (Mw  Aw ). The rm's generic strategy is a (measurable) function f :  ;! (Mf ). Given a strategy pro le  = (w ; f ), the worker's expected payo is equal to the expected transfer minus the expected investment cost plus the expected wage income:



Vw () =



X



G(c)



XX



w (mw ; aw j c)



Z



P (d j aw )



 Mw Aw [tw (mw ; mf ) ; aw c + g(mw ; mf )w]; C



X Mf



f (mf j )



and the rm's expected payo is equal to the expected transfer minus the expected bene t from hiring the worker:



Vf () =



X



XX Mw Aw







P (d j aw )



X



f (mf j )    tf (mw ; mf ) + g(mw ; mf )[aw xq ; (1 ; aw )xu ] : C



G(c)



w (mw ; aw j c)



Z



Mf



One may ask why our permissible policies are so complicated. In particular, why do we have to allow for general (albeit nite) message spaces? Why is there any loss of generality if we con ne ourselves to policies such that Mw = C and Mf = ? The answer is that the revelation principle is not as relevant to implementation problems as to truthful implementation problems. The revelation principle says that for any equilibrium under any policy, there exists a direct revelation mechanism such that truth-telling is an equilibrium with the same equilibrium outcome. But if truth-telling is not the unique equilibrium, this direct revelation mechanism may not implement the SCF that the original policy implements. Therefore, in general, we have to go beyond direct revelation mechanisms and allow agents to announce \non-type messages" in order to eliminate undesirable equilibrium outcomes. 25
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A Bayesian Nash equilibrium, or simply an equilibrium, is a strategy pro le  2 w f such that



Vw ()  Vw (^w ; f ); Vf ()  Vf (w ; ^f );



8^w 2 w ; 8^f 2 f :



Given an equilibrium , the SCF  such that 8c 2 C ,



 (aw ; af j c) =



X



g;1 (af )



w (mw ; aw j c)



Z







P (d j aw )f (mf j )



is called the equilibrium outcome of .



De nition 1 A policy 2 is said to perfectly implement an SCF  2  if (i) there



exists an equilibrium  such that  = , and (ii) for any equilibrium  ,  = . An SCF  2  is said to be perfectly implementable if there exists 2 that perfectly implements .



Condition (i) in the above de nition appears in every mechanism design problem, and mainly requires that the SCF in question being incentive compatible. Condition (ii) is what is extra on top of the requirement for truthful implementation, and is the de ning condition for implementation problems. What we are referring to as perfect implementation here is actually what is simply referred to as implementation by other authors. However, the following negative result suggests that this de nition is not very useful insofar as the design of armative action policies is concerned. Proposition 1 says that no SCF  2  with w 6 0 is perfectly implementable.26



Proposition 1 For any policy in , there exists an equilibrium in which no types of worker invest.



The statement of Proposition 1 is very strong, as it covers all policies in , no matter how sophisticated they are. But the intuition of the proposition is very simple. Since the distribution of the rm's private signal depends on the worker's investment decision, the signal will not reveal any information if no types of worker invest. Hence, if the rm believes that no types of worker invest, it may well babble; and if the rm babbles, there are no incentives for any type of worker to invest, making the belief that no types of worker invest self-ful lling. Hence there always exists an equilibrium in which the worker never invests. Notice that the above argument hinges on the existence of an babbling equilibrium, which in turn is guaranteed by the niteness of the message spaces Mw and Mf . It is well known 26



All proofs, unless stated otherwise, can be found in Appendix A.
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that if the message spaces are not nite, it is very easy to eliminate particular equilibria simply by making use of some \tail-chasing" tricks. However, those \tail-chasing" tricks are certainly not practical in the real world. This is the main reason why we restricted ourselves to nite message spaces at the very beginning as a substitute for additional practicality constraints on . In light of the above negative result, we propose a weaker notion of implementation below.27



De nition 2 A policy 2 is said to implement an SCF  2  if (i) there exists an equilibrium  such that  = , and (ii) for any equilibrium , either  = , or ( )w  0. An SCF  2  is said to be implementable if there exists 2 that implements . Subsequently, we shall use ^ to denote the set of non-trivial SCFs in ; i.e., ^  f 2  j w 6 0g.



3.2 The Main Results We now set forth to characterize the set of implementable SCFs. The following proposition gives a necessary condition for implementability.



Proposition 2 For any SCF  2 ^ ,  is implementable only if (i) there is an investment



threshold c such that the worker invests if and only if the investment cost is lower or equal to c , and (ii) the probability of employment conditional on the worker's investment decision is independent of the worker's investment cost.



Proposition 2 should not be surprising. The existence of an investment threshold is a familiar implication of incentive compatibility. That the probability of employment conditional on the worker's investment decision is independent of the worker's investment cost follows from the requirement that no other non-trivial equilibrium outcomes exist. Subsequently, for any implementable SCF  2 , we shall denote the probability that the worker invests by , and the probabilities of employment conditional on the worker's investment decision by eq and eu; i.e.,



 = G(fc  cg) , and (  e if c  c q  . f (1 j c) =  eu if c > c Some authors have examined variants of the CL model with C  R instead of C  R+ ; i.e., the worker may sometimes have negative investment costs (e.g., Moro and Norman (1996) and Norman (1997)). This guarantees that some types of worker will invest in any equilibrium, and hence breaks the curse of Proposition 1. Whether we should weaken the notion of implementation or relax the assumption on C is more a matter of style than substance. 27
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By imposing slightly more structure on eq and eu, we can obtain the following sucient condition for implementability.



Proposition 3 For any SCF  2 ^ ,  is implementable if (i) it satis es the necessary condition stated in Proposition 2, and (ii) there exists an employment threshold  2  such



that the rm hires the worker if  >  , does not hire if  <  , and hires with some positive probability  2 (0; 1] if  =  ; i.e.,28



eq = Pq (f   g) +(1 ; )Pq (f >  g) > Pu(f   g)+(1 ; )Pu(f >  g) = eu : The proof of Proposition 3 is arguably much more important than the statement of the proposition, as we prove by explicitly providing a policy that implements the SCF in question. The proposed policy takes the form of insurance-cum-subsidy. The worker is oered a menu of four unemployment insurance packages. The rst two packages can be considered the \type" packages, and are the packages the worker is expected to buy in the good equilibrium. A quali ed worker will buy the rst package, and an unquali ed worker will buy the second package. Therefore the choice of package reveals the worker's type, and hence the name \type" packages. Payments in the \type" packages are set so that the worker will nd it pro table to invest if and only if c  c. Employment subsidy or tax is imposed on the rm so that, when the worker invests with probability , it is a best response for the rm to use an employment threshold  . These manipulations of incentives are quite straightforward. The other two unemployment insurance packages are used to eliminate undesirable equilibrium outcomes. Since the worker is not supposed to buy any of these two packages in the good equilibrium, they can be thought of as \non-type" packages, and play the role of what we called \objection ags" in the Introduction. The payments of these two packages are set so that, if the rm uses an employment threshold dierent from  , then some types of worker will nd it pro table to buy one of these two \non-type" packages instead of the \type" ones. The purchase of any one of these two \non-type" packages will trigger an employment subsidy or tax that will render the use of an employment threshold other than  self-defeating. The policy proposed in Proposition 3 may not be the only policy that can implement the SCF in question, and it will be the topic of future research to identify other implementing policies and compare their practicality. The sucient condition stated in Proposition 3 is quite restrictive in the sense that it reduces a two-dimensional space indexed by eq and eu down to a one-dimensional space indexed by  (see Figure 7). We nevertheless conjecture that the set of implementable SCFs is much bigger than that. 28



If Pq (f =  g) = Pu (f =  g) = 0, this reduces to eq = Pq (f   g) > Pu (f   g) = eu .
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First-best



? 1



A typical White equilibrium outcome the sufficient condition (Proposition 3)



eq



Conjecture 1 the necessary condition (Proposition 2) 0 0



1



eu Figure 7: The Necessary and the Sucient Conditions



Conjecture 1 For any SCF  2 ^ ,  is implementable if (i) it satis es the necessary condition stated in Proposition 2, and (ii) 0 < eq ; eu  Pq (f  1g) ; Pu(f  1g). We shall close this subsection with a brief discussion on the implementability of the White equilibrium outcome and the rst-best outcome.29 Notice that every equilibrium under no active policy is characterized by an investment threshold (cf. the necessary condition stated in Proposition 2) and an employment threshold (cf. the sucient condition stated in Proposition 3). Hence, as long as no types of worker play mixed investment strategy in the White equilibrium, the White equilibrium outcome is always implementable. However, whether or not the rst-best outcome is implementable remains an open question. In the numerical example in Appendix C, the rst-best outcome satis es the sucient condition stated in Proposition 3 and hence is implementable. However, it is easy to construct numerical examples such that not all types of worker should invest at the rst-best (i.e.,  2 (0; 1)). Since  2 (0; 1) implies eq = 1 > 0 = eu at the rst-best, the rst-best outcome satis es the sucient condition stated in Proposition 3 only if the rm has perfect information on the worker's investment decision | a condition we ruled out from the very beginning. In summary, the rst-best outcome always satis es the necessary condition stated in Proposition 2 but may not satisfy the sucient condition stated in Proposition 3, and hence we are are not sure whether or not it is always implementable. 29



The CL model is simple enough that the rst- and second-best outcomes coincide.
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3.3 Discussions The model laid out in Subsection 3.1 diers from the example in Section 2 in that there is only one worker in the model but a continuum of workers in the example. Had we chosen to work on an alternative model with a continuum of workers, the expression of an SCF would remain the same (i.e., being a mapping from the types of worker to investment and employment probabilities). It is not dicult to see that both Propositions 1 and 2 would remain true. Proposition 3 would also remain true, and the intuition is that it is actually more dicult to implement any SCF when there is only one worker than when there is a continuum of workers. In particular, policies such as employment quotas that exploit the law of large numbers are no longer available. If we work on the alternative model, the policy proposed in the proof of Proposition 3 is of course still applicable. But we can make the policy even more palatable by allowing it to exploit the law of large numbers. In particular, when there is only one worker, the fact that an employment subsidy has been triggered would reveal which insurance package the worker has bought, which in turn represents additional information on the worker's productivity. An insurance-cum-subsidy policy works as long as the rm does not respond to this additional information. In the proof of Proposition 3, this unresponsiveness follows from our requirement that the rm cannot observe whether an employment subsidy has been triggered (cf. stage 2 in the de nition of a permissible policy). This concealment of an employment subsidy, however, may not be a palatable feature of an insurance-cum-subsidy policy. The above problem can have a much more palatable solution in the alternative model. When there is a continuum of workers, the fact that an employment subsidy has been triggered does not reveal the type of each particular worker (i.e., the ex post belief on which is still G) and hence there is no additional information at all for the rm to respond to. This is exactly how we presented the insurance-cum-tax policy in Section 2. In the model laid out in Subsection 3.1, the set of permissible policies, , is arguably both too big and too small at the same time. is too big because some policies in may not be practical: they may be too complicated for the rm and the worker to understand, or too expensive and too administratively bothersome for the government to operationalize, or the rm and the worker may nd it pro table to collude to take advantage of some policy loopholes, etc. It may be desirable to explicitly list out all the practicality constraints in one stroke. Alternatively, we decide to leave this task to future research, not only because dierent practicality constraints may be applicable to dierent economies at dierent points of time, but also because we usually cannot de ne practicality until we have seen a concrete impractical policy.30 Our attitude against beginning with an exhaustive list of practicality constraints is also consistent with our decision to begin with a simple model. Since all models are arguable stylized at best, any policy design exercise using speci c models inevitably results in impractical policy suggestions. However, this should not be viewed as a curse to policy design. In fact, it is usually much easier to identify the unrealistic features in a model from the resulting policy suggestions than to begin with an exhaustive list of real-world details a model should incorporate. Therefore the policy design process we advocate is the following iterative one: 30
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We shall, however, make a rst step towards imposing additional practicality constraints in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4, we shall demand that the proposed policies be costminimizing. In Section 5, we shall con ne ourselves to subsets of such that the rm will be left alone by the policies. We shall call such policies supply-side policies (as they only ddle with the supply side of the labor market), and shall provide necessary and sucient conditions for implementation with these policies. is arguably also too small at the same time. For example, we have not allowed the social planner to make use of any public randomization device in the policies. Norman (1997) pointed out that, in an alternative interpretation of the CL model where the rm wants to assign quali ed workers to complex tasks and unquali ed workers to simple tasks, if complex and simple tasks are not perfect substitutes, it may happen that total output under some statistical discrimination is higher than in any non-discriminatory equilibrium. The intuition is that by assigning the discriminated-against group mostly to simple tasks, we can save more complex tasks for the discriminated-in-favor group, and induce more human capital investments in this latter group. A Norman-planner may hence want to make use of some public randomization devices to randomly assign workers into the discriminated-against group and the discriminated-in-favor group, and compensate workers who draw a bad (Black?) lottery number with welfare transfers. If we push Norman's idea even further, we should allow for policies under which the social planner draws a random element ! from some probability space ( ; B; Q), reveals the random variables X (!) and Y (!) to the worker and the rm, respectively, and possibly also makes g, tw , and tf contingent on !. Such an expansion of is analogous to the generalization of Nash equilibrium to correlated equilibrium (Aumann (1974, 1987)); and supposedly some of the SCFs that are implementable with this expanded set of permissible policies cannot be represented as randomizations over SCFs that are implementable with . However, we shall not deal with this expanded set of permissible policies in the current paper, but rather leave it for future research.



4 Cost-Minimizing Policies As we mentioned in Section 3, the domain of the social planner's objective function  may not be big enough in the sense that there are other factors that may enter the social planner's objective function. One obvious example is the expenses involved in implementing certain SCFs. There are at least two ways to incorporate this expenditure concern into our analysis. One way is to augment  with an expenditure dimension. Another way is to con ne ourselves to policies that satisfy certain expenditure constraints. We believe the choice between these two options is more a matter of expositional convenience than start with a simple but widely studied model, solve for the optimal policy, identify the unrealistic features in the model if the policy suggestion is impractical, modify the original model to capture the real-world details missed out in the last iteration, solve for the optimal policy again within the modi ed model. With this iterative process we can hopefully converge to a realistic policy suggestion. It is in this light we regard our current exercise as a rst step towards designing a practical armative action policy.
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substance. We follow the second approach mainly to keep our style closer to the literature of collective choice problems.31 ^ and a policy that implements it. Let  be an equilibrium Consider an SCF  2 Phi such that  = . Denote the expected expenses incurred in equilibrium  under policy by K (; ):



K (; ) =



X C



G(c)



XX



w (mw ; aw j c)



Z



Mw Aw [tw (mw ; mf ) + tf (mw ; mf )]:







P (d j aw )



X Mf



f (mf j )



Let K ( ) be the supremum of K (; ) over all equilibria such that the corresponding equilibrium outcomes are equal to . We shall call K ( ) the cost of policy . Apparently K ( ) is not bounded from below (because we can always shift down the tw and tf pro les) if is not required to be individually rational. Let c,  , eq and eu be de ned as in Proposition 2. For any equilibrium  under policy such that  = , de ne the real-valued functions ( j ; ) : C ;! R and ( j ; ) :  ;! R such that 8c 2 C , 8 2 ,



(c j ; ) = and where
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X 0 X X q ( j ; )= 1 G(c ) w (mw ; 1 j c0) f (mf j )  c0 c Mw Mf 











 tf (mw ; mf ) + g(mw ; mf )  xq ;



and



X 0 X X G(c ) w (mw ; 0 j c0) f (mf j ) u( j ; )= 1 ;1   c0 >c Mw M    f  tf (mw ; mf ) ; g(mw ; mf )  xu :



The functions ( j ; ) and ( j ; ) are the expected payos of the worker and the rm, respectively, conditional on their own private information, evaluated at equilibrium . We shall say that is interim individually rational if ( j ; )  0 and ( j ; )  0 for any equilibrium  such that  = .32 If is interim individually rational, it must also be 31 See, for example, Groves and Ledyard (1977), d'Aspremont and Gerard-Varet (1979), Cremer and Riordan (1985), Matsushima (1991), Aoyagi (1998), and Chung (1998b), among others. 32 The choice of zero as the reservation bene t is completely arbitrary, and can be replaced with other constants.
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ex ante individually rational for the rm. Hence we have the following lower bounded for the cost of any implementing policy, which we state without proof.



Lemma 1 Suppose an SCF  2 ^ is implementable with interim individually rational policies 2 . Then K ( )  K  c ; [eq + (1 ;  )eu]  w + [(1 ; )eu xu ; eq xq ]: (1) The rst term on the right of (1),  c, is the minimum expected gross bene t to make any implementing policy interim individually rational for the worker, whereas the third term on the right of (1), [(1 ; )euxu ;  eq xq ], is the minimum expected net bene t to make any implementing policy ex ante individually rational for the rm. Notice that the lower bound stated in (1) only makes use of a weaker notion of individual rationality for the rm, and hence is not supposed to be tight. It is, however, tight in the following sense: If the SCF  is also characterized by an employment threshold, then it is implementable with interim individually rational policies with costs arbitrarily close to K. By this we mean, for any arbitrarily small number  > 0, there exists an interim individually rational policy 2 implementing the SCF  such that K ( ) < K + . The proof of this result will involve explicitly proposing the implementing policy . What is of interest to us is that the proposed policy takes the form of insurance-cum-subsidy. We shall state this result as the following proposition.



Proposition 4 Suppose an SCF  2 ^ satis es the sucient condition stated in Proposition 3. Then this SCF is implementable with interim individually rational policies with costs arbitrarily close to K.



The proof of the proposition is divided into two cases. In the rst case, we use exactly the same policy as in the proof of Proposition 3 to implement . In the second case, we use some slightly modi ed version of it to implement . In both cases, the proposed policies are in the form of insurance-cum-subsidy. Therefore, a side product of Proposition 4 is that policies in the form of insurance-cum-subsidy are nearly the cheapest ones among all eective policies.



Claim 1 Suppose a non-trivial SCF satis es the sucient condition stated in Proposition



3. Then policies in the form of insurance-cum-subsidy are nearly the cheapest ones among all interim individually rational policies that implement this SCF. That is, for any interim individually rational policies ~ 2 that implements this SCF, and for any arbitrarily small number  > 0, there exists an interim individually rational policy 2 in the form of insurance-cum-subsidy that implements this SCF, and K ( ) < K ( ~) + .
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5 Supply-Side Policies As we argued in Subsection 3.3, some of the policies in may be too complicated to be practical, and we may want to impose further restrictions on the set of permissible policies. In this section, we shall concentrate on a subset of that contains supply-side policies. A policy is said to be supply-side if Mf = Af , [8mf 2 Mf ; g(; mf )  mf ], and tf  0. Supply-side policies have certain appeal, for they are practically simple in the sense that the social planner is actually leaving the rm completely alone. When we con ne ourselves to supply-side policies, many SCFs are no longer implementable. First of all, the rm's strategy under any supply-side policy must be in the form an employment threshold, and hence can be summarized by a threshold  such that it hires the worker if and only if   .33 Second of all, it is no longer possible to implement SCFs such that the worker always invests, as it will be self-defeating for the worker to always invest while the rm is always ready to hire the worker. These two observations are summarized in the following proposition, which we state without proof. Recall that for any implementable SCF  2 , c ,  , eq , and eu are de ned as in Proposition 2.



Proposition 5 For any SCF  2 ^ ,  is implementable with supply-side policies only if (i)



not all types of worker invest (i.e.,  < 1), and (ii) there exists an employment threshold  2  which satis es



 = minf 2  j   (1 ; x)  xu g; 



q



such that the rm hires the worker if and only if    (i.e., eq = Pq (f   g) > Pu(f   g) = eu).



The main nding in this section is that policies consisting of a menu of unemployment insurance packages alone can eliminate reasonably many undesirable equilibrium outcomes. To formalize this statement, we need more de nitions. For any policy and any equilibrium  under , we say that  is stable if the worker always plays pure strategies at . Stability here is with respect to the plausible dynamics suggested by CL, and we refer the reader to Appendix B for the relationship between stability and pure strategies of the worker. Insofar as stable equilibria are more likely to be played, it seems justi able to restrict our attention to stable equilibria.



De nition 3 A policy 2 is said to stable implement an SCF  2  if (i) there



exists an stable equilibrium  such that  = , and (ii) for any stable equilibrium , either  = , or ( )w  0. An SCF  2  is said to be stable implementable if there exists 2 that stable implements .



Recall that the use of employment threshold is only sucient but not necessary for implementability when policies are not required to be supply-side. 33
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In light of the necessary condition stated in Proposition 5, the following sucient condition is already very close to the full characterization of the set of SCFs that are stable implementable with supply-side policies.



Proposition 6 For any SCF  2 ^ ,  is stable implementable with supply-side policies if (i)



it satis es the necessary condition stated in Proposition 5, and (ii) the employment threshold is smaller than or equal to one (i.e.,   1).



Similar to Proposition 3, the proof of Proposition 6 is arguably much more important than the statement of the proposition, as we prove by proposing a policy that implements the SCF in question. The proposed policy takes the form of a menu of two unemployment insurance packages. The rst package can be considered as a default package, and is the package the worker is expected to buy in the good equilibrium regardless of his investment cost. Payments in the default package are set so that the worker will nd it pro table to invest if and only if c  c. The other unemployment insurance package is used to eliminate undesirable equilibrium outcomes. Since the worker is not supposed to buy this package in the good equilibrium, it plays the role of what we called \objection ag" in the Introduction. The payments of this package are set so that, if the rm uses an employment threshold higher than  , then some types of worker will nd it pro table to buy this package instead of the default one. The purchase of this package diminishes the worker's incentive to invest. When the payments are picked carefully, the use of any employment threshold (other than the \never-hires" level) higher than  will be rendered self-defeating. In the proof of Proposition 6, there is a parameter b that governs the proposed policy, such that a worker who buys the second unemployment insurance package will receive b dollars more if employed than if unemployed. The proposed policy will implement the SCF in question as long as b is small enough (possibly negative). Unfortunately, whether the value of b can remain non-negative seems to depend sensitively on the shapes of Pq , Pu, and G; and we have not been able to neatly characterize their relations. This bothers us because the good equilibrium under the proposed policy will not be neologism-proof if b < 0.34 In particular, an unquali ed worker can buy the \objection ag" insurance package, and then persuade the rm not to hire him. He can tell the rm the following: \Hey, listen, I am an unquali ed worker and will only cause harm to your rm. You should trust me because only an unquali ed worker will have incentives to tell you this. A quali ed worker would have bought the default insurance package and would prefer you to hire him." Upon listening this, the rm would have no reason to hire the worker no matter how favorable the signal is. In short, a policy with b < 0 is de nitely impractical. Similar to Proposition 3, the policy proposed in the proof of Proposition 6 may not be the only policy that can implement the SCF in question, and it will be the topic of future research to identify other implementing policies and compare their practicality. Roughly speaking, an equilibrium is not neologism-proof if there is a credible neologism available to some agent at the equilibrium, and if that agent has a clear incentive to use it. See Farrell (1993) for more details. 34
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Inspired by Claim 1, one may wonder whether policies proposed in the proof of Proposition 6 are nearly the cheapest among all implementing supply-side policies. The answer is yes, as long as we require the policies to be interim individually rational.



Claim 2 Suppose a non-trivial SCF satis es the sucient condition stated in Proposition 6. Then policies in the form of a menu of unemployment insurance packages are nearly the cheapest ones one among all supply-side and interim individually rational policies that stable implement this SCF. That is, for any supply-side and interim individually rational policy ~ 2 that stable implements this SCF, and for any arbitrarily small number  > 0, there exists a supply-side and interim individually rational policy 2 in the form of a menu of unemployment insurance packages that stable implements this SCF, and K ( ) < K ( ~) +  .



6 Concluding Remarks In this paper, we have explained why we should approach the design of armative action policies as an implementation problem, and demonstrated with a stylized model of statistical discrimination exactly how to do it. A class of policies | insurance-cum-subsidy | completely absent in public debate turn out to be a better candidate for armative action policies than those we use. Even if there exist policies that are more practical than insurancecum-subsidy, our exercise has already demonstrated how abstract theoretical analysis can help broaden our imagination to include a larger set of potential policies. We shall close this paper with several remarks on other practical considerations concerning insurance-cum-subsidies. It will be the topic for future research to incorporate these considerations into the design of armative action policies. We also attach an appendix (Appendix D) that positions the armative action debate in the context of a broader literature on inequality. collusion between firms and workers The equilibrium concept we used throughout this paper is Bayesian Nash equilibrium. The possibility of collusion between rms and workers is implicitly ignored under this equilibrium concept. Although the numerical example in Appendix C seems invulnerable to collusive behavior, this property may not be shared by other examples. We have not provided conditions for an implementable social choice function to be invulnerable to collusive behavior in the current paper, as doing so would require detailed speci cation of the game being played within a coalition. We hope future research will be able to ll this gap. out-of-equilibrium dynamics Since there always exists a competing equilibrium in which the worker never invests under any permissible policy in our model, it is crucial to ask which equilibrium would be selected when a new armative action policy is introduced to replace the existing ones, or whether there can be a sequence of transitional policies which can guarantee the ultimate selection of the good equilibrium. This question involves out-of-equilibrium dynamics, a consideration we have so far ignored. 26



the ever-changing world The real world is ever-changing, and so are the structural parameters of any model that approximates the real world. Ideally, we would want our armative action policies to be as insensitive to these changes as possible. Employment quotas are highly robust policies in this sense, as all the social planner needs to do is to mandate the rms to hire the discriminated-against workers as frequently as other groups of workers. It should be an important topic for future research to design eective armative action policies that share this robustness. beyond job discrimination Statistical discrimination can arise in many dierent contexts. For example, employers who want to promote quali ed employees or assign quali ed them to complex tasks may evaluate the on-job performance of employees from dierent groups with dierences in optimism or pessimism. While it is practical to introduce unemployment insurance, it will be far less so for promotion insurance or task-assignment insurance. Future research should look for armative action policies that are also practical in these alternative contexts.



Appendix A: Proofs



Proposition 1 For any policy in , there exists an equilibrium in which no types of worker



invest.



= (Mw ; Mf ; g; tw; tf ) 2 , construct the strategic form game ; = (Mw ; Mf ; vw ; vf ), where Mw (resp., Mf ) is the worker's (resp., the rm's) action space, vw : Mw  Mf ;! R (resp., vf : Mw  Mf ;! R ) is the worker's (resp., the rm's) vNM utility function such that 8mw 2 Mw , 8mf 2 Mf , proof For any policy



vw (mw ; mf ) = tw (mw ; mf ); vf (mw ; mf ) = tf (mw ; mf ) ; g(mw ; mf )  xu: Since this is a nite game, it has a Nash equilibrium, say ( w ; f ) 2 (Mw )  (Mf ). Now consider the strategy pro le  in the game corresponding to policy such that 8c 2 C , 8mw 2 Mw , [w (mw ; 1 j c) = 0 and w (mw ; 0 j c) = w (mw )], and 8 2 , f () = f . It is easy to verify that  is an equilibrium for and ( )w  0. q.e.d. Proposition 2 For any SCF  2 ^ ,  is implementable only if (i) there is an investment threshold c such that the worker invests if and only if the investment cost is lower or equal to c , and (ii) the probability of employment conditional on the worker's investment decision is independent of the worker's investment cost. proof Suppose an SCF  2 ^ is implementable. Then we need to prove that there exist
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c 2 C and eq ; eu 2 [0; 1] such that
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1 0 ( f (1 j c) = eq eu
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if c  c , and if c > c if c  c . if c > c



Since  is implementable, there exists a policy 2 such that there exists an equilibrium  such that  = . For any c < c0, incentive compatibility implies
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Since c0 ; c > 0, we have



w (1 j c)  w (1 j c0 ): Therefore, for any implementable , there are corresponding c and  such that



c = maxfc 2 C j w (1 j c) = 1g; and  = G(fc  cg):



(2) (3)



Suppose there exist c 6= c0 such that w (c) = w (c0) but f (c) 6= f (c0). Then consider the strategy pro le 0 which coincides with  except that 0 w0 ( j c) = w0 ( j c0) = GG(f(c;fccg0)g) w ( j c) + GG(f(fc;ccg0g) ) w ( j c0 ): 28



It is easy to verify that 0 is an equilibrium, but (0 )f (c) = (0 )f (c0 ), and hence 0 6= . Since (0 )w = ( )w = w 6 0, does not implement , a contradiction. q.e.d. Proposition 3 For any SCF  2 ^ ,  is implementable if (i) it satis es the necessary condition stated in Proposition 2, and (ii) there exists an employment threshold  2  such that the rm hires the worker if  >  , does not hire if  <  , and hires with some positive probability  2 (0; 1] if  =  ; i.e.,



eq = Pq (f   g) +(1 ; )Pq (f >  g) > Pu(f   g)+(1 ; )Pu(f >  g) = eu : that implements . De ne Mw = f1; 2; 3; 4g and Mf = Af . For any mf 2 Mf , de ne g(; mf ) = mf . De ne tw as follows (recall that the rst argument is mw and the second is mf ):



proof We prove by constructing a policy



1 eu ; tw (1; 1) = a + x1e(1;;eeu) ; w; tw (1; 0) = a ; e x; q u q eu 2 eu ; tw (2; 0) = a ; e x; tw (2; 1) = a + x2e(1;;eeu) ; w; q u q eu tw (3; 1) = (a + c + ") + x3e(1;;eeq ) ; w; tw (3; 0) = (a + c + ") ; e x;3 eqe ; q u q u x e x (1 ; e ) tw (4; 1) = (a + c + ") + 4e ; e q ; w; tw (4; 0) = (a + c + ") ; e ;4 qe ; q u q u where 0 < x1 < x2 < c + " < x3 < x4 , " > 0, and a is a free parameter that can be picked to satisfy extra constraints such as individual rationality (see Section 4). De ne tf as follows:



tf (; 0) tf (1; 1) tf (2; 1) tf (3; 1) tf (4; 1)



 0; = = = =



xu + "; xu ;  xq ; ;[1 ; (1 ;  )]xq ; ;xq ; ";



where  2 (0; minf 1;1 ; 1 g) is a free parameter that can be picked to satisfy extra constraints such as individual rationality (see Section 4). For " small enough, the following
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strategy pro le will be an equilibrium:35
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  if c  c (3 ; 1) ; w ( j c) =   if c > c 8 (2;0) >   f (1 j ) = > if  =  ; :0 if  <  



and  = . It remains to show that  is the only non-trivial equilibrium outcome. Consider any equilibrium ^ such that (^ )w 6 0. We consider two cases. First suppose (^ )w 6 1. De ne ^bq and ^bu to be the expected net bene ts of hiring a quali ed worker and an unquali ed worker, respectively, evaluated at equilibrium ^ ; i.e., P P ^bq = C GP(c) MwP^w (mw ; 1 j c)tf (mw ; 1) + xq ; P C GP(c) Mw ^w (mw ; 1 j c) ^bu = C GP(c) MwP^w (mw ; 0 j c)tf (mw ; 1) ; xu : C G(c) Mw ^w (mw ; 0 j c) De ne e^q and e^u to be the equilibrium probabilities of employment for a quali ed worker and an unquali ed worker, respectively. Suppose ^bq = ^bu 6= 0. Then the rm's best response implies e^q = e^u 2 f0; 1g, which in turn implies (^ )w  0, a contradiction. Suppose ^bq = ^bu = 0. By inspection of the proposed tf , we can see that this happens only if a quali ed worker mixes between announcing 4 and other messages, and an unquali ed worker mixes between announcing 1 and other messages. By inspection of the proposed tw , we can see that this is the worker's best response only if e^q = eq and e^u = eu. Given these probabilities of employment, the worker's best response is to invest if and only if c  c. Hence ^ = . Suppose ^bq < ^bu. Then the rm's best response implies e^q  e^u. By inspection of the proposed tf , we can see that this in turn implies ^bq  ^bu, a contradiction. Suppose ^bq > ^bu . Then the rm's hiring strategy must be in the form of an employment threshold, and hence can be summarized by a threshold ^ such that it hires the worker if  > ^ , does not hire if  < ^, and hires with positive probability ^ 2 (0; 1] if  = ^ . Given this form of the rm's strategy, there can only be three possibilities. The rst possibility is that e^q < eq and e^u < eu. But then an unquali ed worker will announce 1, and the rm had better hire the worker with probability one, a contradiction. The second possibility is that e^q > eq and e^u > eu. But then a quali ed worker will announce 4, and the rm had better hire the worker with probability zero, a contradiction. Hence we conclude that e^q = eq and e^u = eu. Given these probabilities of employment, the worker's best response is to invest if and only if c  c. Hence ^ = . This completes the proof in the case (^ )w 6 1. Second suppose (^ )w  1 (and hence ^bu is unde ned). De ne ^bq , e^q , and e^u as before. 35



The notation (mw ;aw ) represents a unit probability mass on (mw ; aw ).
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Suppose ^bu < 0. Then the rm's best response implies e^q = 0. But then a quali ed worker will announce 1, and hence ^bq > 0, a contradiction. Suppose ^bq > 0. Then the rm's best response implies e^q = 1  eq . If e^q = 1 > eq , then a quali ed worker will announce 4, and hence ^bq < 0, a contradiction. If e^q = 1 = eq , then ^ 6=  only if  < 1. If this is indeed the case, then we must have Pu(f > 0g) < e^u < eu < 1. However, by picking x1 small enough, we can guarantee that, for any e^u 2 [Pu(f > 0g); eu], the worker's best response is to invest if and only if c  c, which contradicts (^ )w  1. Suppose ^bq = 0. By inspection of the proposed tf , we can see that this happens only if a quali ed worker mixes between announcing 4 and other messages. By inspection of the proposed tw , we can see that this is the worker's best response only if e^q = eq . Once again, by picking x1 small enough, we will arrive at a contradiction unless  = 1. Hence ^ = . This completes the proof in the case (^ )w  1. q.e.d. Proposition 4 Suppose an SCF  2 ^ satis es the sucient condition stated in Proposition 3. Then this SCF is implementable with interim individually rational policies with costs arbitrarily close to K. proof We shall divide the proof into two separate cases. In the rst case, we suppose there does not exist  > 0 such that ( ; ;  ) \  = ;. We shall use exactly the same policy proposed in the proof of Proposition 3 to implement . Since the rm can always guarantee payo 0 by announcing 0, is interim individually rational for the rm. Pick a = 0, we have interim individually rational for the worker as well. Hence is interim individually rational. Let  be the equilibrium described in the proof of Proposition 3. Pick " and  small enough, we have = = = 



K (; ) + [eq + (1 ;  )eu]  w  (c + ) +  eq tf (3; 1) + (1 ;  )eutf (2; 1)  (c + ) ; eq [1 ; (1 ; )]xq + (1 ; )eu(xu ;   xq )  c + [(1 ;  )euxu ;  eq xq ] + " + (1 ; )(eq ;  eu)xq  c + [(1 ;  )euxu ;  eq xq ] + :



It remains to prove that for any equilibrium ^ such that ^ = , we have K (^; )  K (; ). To see this, rst notice that, the expected transfer to the worker evaluated at any of such equilibria is always (c + ") ; [eq + (1 ;  )eu]  w. De ne ^bq and ^bu to be the expected net bene ts of hiring a quali ed worker and an unquali ed worker, respectively, evaluated at equilibrium ^ ; i.e., ^bq = 1 X G(c) X ^w (mw ; 1 j c)tf (mw ; 1) + xq ;  fcc g Mw  X X ^bu = 1 ^w (mw ; 0 j c)tf (mw ; 1) ; xu: G ( c ) 1 ;  fc>c g Mw 
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The expected transfer to the rm evaluated at equilibrium ^ is then
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= eq (^bq ; xq ) + (1 ; )eu(^bu + xu) = eq (^bq ; xq ) + (1 ; )eu(^bu + xu)    ;eu[  + (1 ; )](   + (1 ;  ) ^bq +   1+;(1;  ) ^bu)       e = [(1 ;  )euxu ; eq xq ] + eu ( q ;  )^bq : eu The rst equality follows from ^ =  and tf (; 0)  0. The second equality follows from   ^bq +  1 ;  ^ (4)    + (1 ; )  + (1 ;  ) bu = 0; which is in turn an implication of the supposition that there does not exist  > 0 such that ( ; ;  ) \  = ;. Since
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eq = Pq (f   g) + (1 ; )Pq (f >  g)   : eu Pu(f   g) + (1 ; )Pu(f >  g) 



Hence K (^; ) is increasing in ^bq . But ^bq achieves its maximum at equilibrium , where a quali ed worker always announces 3 and never announces 4 (a quali ed worker will never announce 1 or 2 given the probability of employment eq ). Therefore



K (^; )  K (; ) = K ( ) < c ; [ eq + (1 ; )eu]  w + [(1 ;  )euxu ;  eq xq ] + : This completes the proof for case one. In the second case, we suppose there exists  > 0 such that ( ; ;  ) \  = ;. The main diculty here is that we are no longer sure that equality (4) holds at every equilibrium ^ . However, if  < 1, the rm must be indierent between hiring and not at any equilibrium ^ such that ^ = , and hence the above proof will continue to work even in the current case. Therefore it suces to con ne ourselves to the case that  = 1. We shall use some variant 32



0



of the policy proposed in the proof of Proposition 3 to implement . The variant 0 agrees with in every detail except that



t0w (1; 1) = tw (1; 1) ; ; t0w (1; 0) = tw (1; 0) ;  , and t0f (3; 1) = tf (3; 1) + ; where  > 0. When  is small enough, the equilibrium  described in the proof of Proposition 3 continues to be an equilibrium under 0 . We also have  =  and



K (; 0 ) = K (; ) + eq : We need to prove two things. First, we need to prove that  is the only non-trivial equilibrium outcome, and hence 0 indeed implements . Second, we need to prove that for any equilibrium ^ such that ^ = , K (^; 0)  K (; 0). Consider any equilibrium ^ such that (^ )w 6 0. De ne e^q and e^u to be the equilibrium probabilities of employment for a quali ed worker and an unquali ed worker, respectively. Most of the proof follows that of Proposition 3, except that in case of (^ )w 6 1, we can only conclude that e^u  eu, but cannot immediately rule out e^u < eu as we did before. This is because, as long as e^u is close enough to eu (i.e., e^u is within a certain (lowerhalf) neighborhood of eu ), an unquali ed worker will still strictly prefer announcing 2 to announcing 1 (due to the positive \ ne,"  , charged for announcing 1). However, by setting  much smaller than ", we can guarantee that this (lower-half) neighborhood is so small that as long as e^u is within this (lower-half) neighborhood of eu, the corresponding probabilities of employment will still induce the worker to play w . Since the rm's unique best response to w is f , we conclude the following: e^u is within this (lower-half) neighborhood of eu if only if e^u = eu . Since e^q and e^u are generated from the same employment threshold, e^u = eu implies e^q = eq also. This completes our proof that  is the only non-trivial equilibrium outcome. At any equilibrium ^ such that ^ = , an unquali ed worker strictly prefers to announce 2 (due to the positive \ ne,"  , charged on announcing 1), whereas a quali ed worker is indierent between announcing 3 and announcing 4. Since tf (4; )  tf (3; ), the expected transfer to the rm is decreasing in the probability that a quali ed worker announces 4, and achieves its maximum at equilibrium  (where a quali ed worker always announces 3). Since the expected transfer to the worker is always (c + ") ; [eq + (1 ; )eu]  w for any of these equilibria, we have K (^; 0)  K (; 0 ). This completes our proof. q.e.d. Proposition 6 For any SCF  2 ^ ,  is stable implementable with supply-side policies if (i) it satis es the necessary condition stated in Proposition 5, and (ii) the employment threshold is smaller than or equal to one (i.e.,   1). proof We prove by constructing a supply-side policy that stable implements . De ne 33



Mw = Aw . De ne tw as follows (recall that the rst argument is mw and the second is mf ): (c + ")  (1 ; e ) (c + ")  e tw (1; 1) = a +  e ; e u ; w; tw (1; 0) = a ; e ; e u ; q u q u b  eu ; b  (1 ; e ) tw (0; 1) = (a ; ") + e ; e u ; w; tw (0; 0) = (a ; ") ; e ; e q
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where b < c, " > 0, and a is a free parameter that can be picked to satisfy extra constraints such as individual rationality (see Section 4). For " small enough,36 the following strategy pro le will be a stable equilibrium:



(  w ( j c) = (1;1) if c  c ;  if c > c ( (0;0)  f (1 j ) = 1 if    ; 0 if  < 



and  = . The fact that   1 guarantees that there does not exist another stable equilibrium ^ such that (^ )f < f . Moreover, by setting b small enough (possibly negative), we can guarantee that 8 >  , the probability that the worker invests is too low for  to be a best response for the rm. Hence  is the unique stable equilibrium other than the \never-invests-never-hires" one. q.e.d. Claim 2 Suppose a non-trivial SCF satis es the sucient condition stated in Proposition 6. Then policies in the form of a menu of unemployment insurance packages are nearly the cheapest ones among all supply-side and interim individually rational policies that stable implement this SCF. That is, for any supply-side and interim individually rational policy ~ 2 that stable implements this SCF, and for any arbitrarily small number  > 0, there exists a supply-side and interim individually rational policy 2 in the form of a menu of unemployment insurance packages that stable implements this SCF, and K ( ) < K ( ~) + . proof Since the transfer to the rm under any supply-side policy is always zero, the expected expenses incurred in any equilibrium under any supply-side policy is always equal to the corresponding expected transfer to the worker. Since ~ is interim individually rational for the worker, we have  c ;[ eq +(1;)eu]w  K ( ~). Now, consider a supply-side policy of the form proposed in the proof of Proposition 6. Pick a = 0, we have interim individually rational for the worker. Pick " small enough, we have K ( ) < c ; [ eq +(1 ;  )eu]  w + . This completes the proof. q.e.d.



Appendix B: Stability under Plausible Dynamics In the non-generic case that [Pq (f =  g) > 0 and  = (1;x)qxu ], setting " > 0 will generate other undesirable equilibria in which the rm plays mixed hiring strategy when  =  , while the worker is still willing to invest when c  c . These undesirable equilibria will have equilibrium outcomes dierent from . In order to eliminate these undesirable equilibria, we can set " = 0. 36
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CL suggested that we should concentrate on equilibria that are stable with respect to some plausible dynamics. The speci c plausible dynamics CL had in mind is the following alternate-move best-response dynamics:



w;t+1 = BRw (f;t ); f;t+1 = BRf (w;t+1); where BRw and BRf are the best response functions of the worker and the rm, respectively. The reason why this dynamics is plausible is intuitive: While it takes time for the worker to adjust his investment strategy, the rm can adjust its employment strategy reasonably fast. In the model laid out in Section 3, since the distribution of the worker's types is discrete, any equilibrium in which the worker always plays pure strategies will be stable in CL's sense.



Figure 8: Plausible Dynamics Figure 8 zooms into the neighborhoods of two typical equilibria we can nd in Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6. The rm's best response functions are drawn to have nite negative slops, which would be the case if the implied likelihood ratio changes continuously with the test score. The left panel corresponds to an equilibrium in which the worker always plays pure investment strategies, whereas the right panel corresponds to an equilibrium in which the worker sometimes randomizes between investing and not. The equilibrium in the left panel is stable with respect to the plausible dynamics, whereas that in the right panel is not.



Appendix C: A Numerical Example This appendix provides a numerical version to the pictorial example in Section 2. In this 11 , 2 , 1 , and 6 of workers have costs 65, 70, 85, and 90, respectively.37 The example, 20 20 20 20 exogenous wage rate is 100. The net bene ts of hiring a quali ed and an unquali ed workers are 28 and -100, respectively. Hence the rm will want to hire a worker if it believes that the worker is quali ed with probability higher than 25 32 . The rm observes a non-veri able test score, s 2 [0; 1], for each worker, where s is uniformly distributed on [ 106 ; 1] if the worker is quali ed, and uniformly distributed on [0; 107 ] otherwise. Since we wanted to use one single numerical example to make several points, we used a computer program to search for numerical values that simultaneously satisfy a number of linear and non-linear inequalities. The numerical values we obtained may look arti cial, but there is nothing special to this set of values. 37
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When there is no active policy, for any particular worker with test score s, the rm will hire the worker if s 2 [ 107 ; 1], and not hire if s 2 [0; 106 ]. When s 2 [ 106 ; 107 ], the rm's hiring decision will depend on the proportion, , of quali ed workers. The rm will hire the worker 100 , not hire if  < 100 , and be indierent if  = 100 . if  > 149 149 149 There are two stable and one unstable non-trivial equilibria in this example. In the unstable non-trivial equilibrium, workers with c  70 invest, those with c = 90 do not, and 63 91 149 of those with c = 85 do; the rm hires all workers with test scores s  150 . Call the two stable non-trivial equilibria the White and Black equilibria. In the White equilibrium, workers invest if and only if c  85, and the rm hires a worker if and only if s  106 . In the Black equilibrium, workers invest if and only if c  70, and the rm hires a worker if and only if s  107 . Assume the law of large numbers holds. Then the White equilibrium has an employment 26 , whereas the Black equilibrium has an employment rate of 39 . An employment rate of 35 80 quota which, say, imposes a huge penalty on the rm if the observed employment rate is 26 can eliminate the Black equilibrium while leaving intact the White equilibrium. lower than 35 However, under such an employment quota, there exists an equilibrium such that workers 18 . The reader can invest if and only if c  70, and the rm hires a worker if and only if s  35 26 , and hence the rm can avoid the huge penalty check that the employment rate is indeed 35 accompanying any lower employment rate. Notice that the rm is ready to hire a worker 18 ; 6 ] (i.e., even if the worker is known for sure to be unquali ed), and hence even if s 2 [ 35 10 workers are indeed being patronized in this equilibrium. There are of course many other employment quotas that can eliminate the Black equilibrium while leaving intact the White equilibrium. In particular, any employment quota that 39 ; 26 ] will do the job. However, the reader mandates an employment rate in the interval ( 80 35 can check that all these employment quotas generate patronizing equilibria. An insurance-cum-subsidy policy that implements the White equilibrium outcome is as follows. The social planner oer each worker an option to buy the following unemployment insurance at the time the worker makes his investment decision. The unemployment insurance will take 724 worker 4 29 out of the worker's pay check if he is hired, and pay the 3 if he is not. At the same time, the social planner promises that, if at least 10 of workers buy the insurance, then she will subsidize the rm 9 for each worker it hires. With this insurance-cum-subsidy policy, there will no longer be any non-trivial equilibrium in which 181 . To see why, suppose the rm uses an employment the employment threshold is above 300 181 threshold higher than 300 . First notice that all workers with c = 90 will not invest, as their incentives to invest in the presence of an unemployment insurance are weakly lower for any given employment threshold. Second notice that any unquali ed worker will nd it prof3 itable to buy the insurance, as the odds of being hired is lower than 724 29 to 4. Since 10 of workers have costs c = 90, and they will nd it unpro table to invest, there will be at least 3 10 of workers who buy the insurance. This will trigger the employment subsidy. Once the employment subsidy is activated, the rm's net bene ts of hiring a quali ed and hiring an unquali ed workers are 35 and -91, respectively. This shifts down the rm's best response 36



function, and eliminates all non-trivial undesirable equilibria. Although the equilibrium concept we are using is Bayesian Nash equilibrium, and hence only unilateral deviations are of concern here, we can also ask whether the White equilibrium is vulnerable to collusive behavior under an insurance-cum-subsidy policy. In particular, would it be pro table for the rm to gather together 103 of workers to buy the unemployment insurance and trigger the employment subsidy? To examine this kind of collusive behavior in full detail, we would need to specify the game being played, and in particular the information structure, within a coalition. We do not plan to provide a full treatment of this issue in the current paper. But we can consider the following simple case where the rm remains uninformed of workers' types even within a coalition. How much does the rm need to reimburse each collusive worker who buys the unemployment insurance? Since a quali ed worker is sure to be hired at the White equilibrium, any worker who accepts a reimbursement less than 724 29 would reveal that he is unquali ed. If the rm cannot commit to hire those collusive workers who have revealed to be unquali ed, it would have to reimburse at least 724 29 to each collusive worker who buys the unemployment insurance. Therefore the total costs 1086 for the rm to trigger the employment subsidy is 103  724 amount is bigger than 29 =26 145 . This 234 the total employment subsidies the rm will receive (i.e., 35  9 = 35 ). Hence we conclude that the White equilibrium in this example does not look vulnerable to collusive behavior. In this example, not only that the White equilibrium outcome is implementable, the rst-best outcome is implementable as well. The rst-best outcome can be summarized by, say,  = 1 and eq = 1 > 71 = eu, and hence satis es the sucient condition stated in Proposition 3 with  = 47 and  = 1 (which in turn correspond to a minimum test score of 6 10 ). A supply-side policy that stable implements the White equilibrium outcome is as follows. The social planner oer each worker an option to buy the following unemployment insurance at the time the worker makes his investment decision. The unemployment insurance will take 1810 out of the worker's pay check if he is hired, and pay the worker 290 if he is not. There are 21 21 still two non-trivial equilibrium outcomes under this supply-side policy. One is the White equilibrium outcome. Another one corresponds to an unstable equilibrium, in which workers 63 of those with c = 85 do, and the rm with c  70 invest, those with c = 90 do not, and 149 127 . Here we deliberately cooked up a numerical example hires the worker if and only if s  210 such that the White equilibrium is still neologism-proof under the supply-side policy. But this feature is not always guaranteed.



Appendix D: Armative Action and Inequality This appendix aims at positioning the armative action debate in the context of a broader literature on inequality, so that readers who are unfamiliar with the literature can have a more balanced view on how dierent authors approach the inequality issue. It does not mean to be a survey of the literature, but will rather appear as several disclaimers. Disclaimer 1: Not all authors think that armative action should be interpreted only as policies targeted at discrimination of any kind. For example, Loury (1981) argued that even 37



if there were no longer active discrimination, armative action would still be needed to help minority groups regain economic parity. Chung (1998c) also discussed various role-model arguments for armative action. Disclaimer 2: Not all authors think that discrimination in the labor market is an important explanation of economic disparities. For example, Loury (1995, 1998) argued that the biggest barriers to the economic progress of Blacks in the United States are internal social problems of the Black communities rather than active racial discrimination. Some social problems take the form of a vicious cycle that can perpetuate across generations inde nitely: many welfare recipients grew up in environments so chaotic that their cognitive and emotional development was impaired, and as a result they cannot nd and keep jobs that pay enough to support their families, and their children cannot receive the nurture that is essential for the development of sound character, and are hence much more likely to get caught up in violent crime, drug addiction, and illegitimacy.38 Some social problems have a clear racial dimension but nevertheless can be distinguished from active racial discrimination: racial segregation deprives Black workers of access to richer job networks, adverse peer in uences constrain the acquisition of skills by adolescents in Black neighborhoods, etc.39 Disclaimer 3: Not all authors think that, when designing policies to help disadvantaged groups to achieve economic parity, we should place much emphasis on the incentive structure. While \incentive" is the key word for economists engaging in policy design, many practitioners are convinced that it actually plays little role in the ultimate performance of many policies. Loury recently documented two policy experiments aimed at discouraging femalewelfare-recipients from having additional children. The rst experiment was to withhold incremental bene ts, and the results were inconclusive. The second experiment had professional nurses visiting low-income expectant mothers and explicitly telling them that \You shouldn't have another baby, and here are ways to prevent it." It succeeded admirably.40 These disclaimers notwithstanding, statistical discrimination models characterized by multiple equilibria ring true to many economists, and it pays to investigate whether there exist armative action policies that can eliminate statistical discrimination. Policy design exercises of the type exempli ed by this paper will continue to provide valuable insight to policy makers. Heckman (1998) echoed this by pointing out that \[a]bility as it crystallizes at an early age accounts for most of the measured gap in black and white labor market outcomes [in the United States]. Stricter enforcement of civil rights laws is a tenuous way to improve early childhood skills and ability. The weight of the evidence suggests that this ability and early motivation is most easily in uenced by enriching family and preschool environments and by improving the quality of the early years of schooling." (p.107) 39 There is now a growing literature on this latter point. See, for example, Akerlof (1997), Durlauf (1996, 1997), and Wilson (1996), among others. 40 The New Republic, June 29, 1998. 38
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